
NATURE’S GURUKUL 2019-2021

Introduction-
We began our Natures Gurukul journey from June 2020. Since then, we have had various
activities that revolve around bettering the lake environment. It has been an amazing 9
months of learning for the community and the school children. With the concept of 3 events
every month- Environmental day, Volunteering activity and Volunteering workshop.

Intent Goal- To initiate a Citizen Science Programme where various Lake/Nature related
projects will be implemented with active citizen engagement.

● The project will be guided by Experts.
● An interest group of Citizens will own up a project and will be responsible for

monitoring and tracking progress of these projects.
● Doctoral research, Post graduate and Graduate Students will be involved at

research level on short term or long term basis.
● School children will be involved at a learning level through field visits and

educational programmes.

Following are the events that were done over the period of 9 months-

● Tree Census-



We began the tree census on 7th July 2019. With 30 students of Christ college and 3 from
the community joined us to learn more about this journey. It kicked off with learning about
different species of trees. We learnt how to do tree census through the app that got released
by Vruksha. Vijay from Vruksha was the anchor. After the introduction, the census was done
to all the trees at the lake for the next 2 months marking the trees at the lake.

● Orientation of Permaculture-

On 20th July 2019, orientation of permaculture for the community was done. There
were 25 participants. We spoke about Urban commons in the city and how greens
are degrading. Permaculture plays a very important part of bridging this. We learnt
the various techniques of permaculture and how it could be executed anywhere with
a small patch of land.

● Bee-Day event-



On 25th August 2019, we had renowned experts of bee culture- Dr Jagadish, Dr
Swetha BV and Prof. Eshwarappa from GKVK apiculture department to show us bee
culture in our lake (Jakkur lake).



It started off by introducing beekeeping. We learnt the concept of beekeeping in
urban scenario-with the simple method, types of bees- of which are harmful, types of
breeding, types of honeycomb, types of honey and its importance to human beings.
They showed us a variety of honey bees as an exhibit, its role in their community and
its importance to the ecosystem.
Walking by the lake, we observed the type of bees, the system of honey extraction by
the bees. Professor from GKVK held one of the bees without harming the bee. We
observed the parts of bees. Later he let it go showing us that bees are harmless
beings.
Children were enthusiastic with a lot of questions and interactions.
At the end of our journey, we all had one spoon of honey mirroring our sweet learning
of bees in our environment.

● World Rivers Day

Natural system is like a game. Playing along with it will make it enjoyable. Playing it more
than required will only harm us'- Mr. Janardhana Kasaregadde



We celebrate environment related day every month. This month we celebrated world rivers
day on 29th Sept, 2019. We invited Mr. Janardhana Kasaregadde, who is an actively been
an activist for Arkavati River rejuvenation.

We gathered around in the serene atmosphere of the lake under the roof of the outdoor
learning center. We sat in a circle. We started off introducing each other by having a river as
a reference. The talk took off from the introduction. As Mr. Janardhana was from Arkavati
river basin, he actively participated in the activism of it's revival. To understand the
topography and placement of the lake, we roughly drew the Bangalore lake and river series
map. He then explained to us about Arkavati river origin and its journey towards T G halli
(where 2 decade ago, Bangalore had its source for water) which has around 1500sqm of the
river basin. One third of the river basin is inside Bengaluru. His journey on the Arkavati
revival was touching experiential talk. The journey of "so called" revival went through all
kinds of obstacles and experiences. The revival of this river is hanging till date.

After learning about the revival journey, we discussed how each individual can contribute in
saving water.

● Bokashi ball volunteering-

Bokashi ball making was a Project volunteering at our lake premises on 28th Sept, 2019.

“Bokashi” is a Japanese term that means “fermented organic matter” and refers to a system
developed in Japan that uses beneficial microorganisms to break down toxins and food



waste. We in Jakkur lake are leaving them inside the lake to break down the toxins which
are present in the lake.

A fun activity was enabled by Bangalore Sustainable Forum. This was led by Mr. Kiran
Kulkarni who is currently running this project at the lake.

It started off by mixing sludge and cow dung. Kids were really enthusiastic about the activity.
They made it all enjoyable and entertaining.

After the mix, we added mud, EM solution and Bokashi mix. We finally made them into balls
for it to be taken and left into the lake to thrive.

● Bird’s day-

"Birds are much smarter than we think"



We celebrated bird habitat day on 2nd Nov 2019 in the morning from 7:30-9:30. We called
experts in bird and nature conservation. It started off with observing the birds from the
nearest point. We learnt about the bird habitat at the island away from human intervention.
We were pointed out about their activities of different birds at the lake. We walked towards
the lake to learn and observe more about the birds.

There are around 200 odd bird species at Jakkur lake, terrestrial and water birds.

Children were very enthusiastic about learning new things.

To extend the event, we also sketched and painted the birds that we observed. We looked
into the details to draw them.

We thank Subhadra and Mithal from Nature's convervative forum for their wonderful insights
on the birds

● Climate change competition

We had various schools participating in this competition which was held on 14th Nov.
"Children carry high potential"
It was an event with a lot of knowledge exchange. Children opened up various new
perspectives to us.
4 schools and 16 students participated in this competition.



We also celebrated children's day at the lake.
The results for this competition will be announced on 8th Dec.
It was an honor to celebrate two things on one occasion. We thank the Bangalore
sustainable forum for this wonderful opportunity.
We thank our beloved judges and dearly students for the participation.

● Kere Utsav orientation
Performance about the lake by Bhootai Balaga

During the orientation of the jakkur Kere Utsav, we had bhumtai balaga team to sing
about the importance of lake. It was beautifully captured with folk genre.

● Lake water testing
How Water Is Tested At The Lake? Held on 23rd November 2019
A DIY water testing kit was introduced to us. We took various water samples. Tested
its nitrate and phosphate levels.
We looked at the water sample into the microscope.
The event was interesting and spoken in layman's terms. We could indeed learn a
lot!
There were 34 people participated in this event



● How do we source water in jakkur lake?
With participants of 12 on 24th November, we had an interesting conversation with
Avinash Krishnamurthy from biome environmental trust, where we learnt about the
usage of water in our lives, linking it to the whole system of lakes. We learnt about
sewage treatment plant's behaviour, wetland’s necessity and the lake's purpose in
nature.
We also learnt how all these components are reflected in the form of life (be it life of
birds, fishes, Water, human being etc)



● How do we measure parameters of our lake?
WIth participants of 11, we learnt the aspects of water, what kind of simple tests need
to be done at the lake. We also learnt most of these devices are readily available and
simple to make. We also made DIY rain gauges. All in all a productive event!



● World Soil day-

Once lord Krishna ate mud. When it was discovered by his mother Yashoda, he was asked
to open the mouth and she found the whole universe'. ' It is indeed true that soil is the base
for all the creatures on earth'- Said Soil Vasu.
He then questioned, 'what does soil mean to you?'
After receiving various answers, he said, all of you are right. Soil is indeed amalgamation of
your words.
There were soil samples kept on the tables. He asked us to touch and feel it. Our feelings
towards it were asked to express.
We discussed the soil and its characteristics.

Topic of soil erosion was spoken,-
The top soil was eroded to the rivers and lakes. Before the silt from lakes would be used for
agriculture. The most fertilised soil would be somehow brought back in various forms.
Unfortunately, now we have no such methods. The silt is deposited in the rivers and lakes. 2
to 3 inches is top soil. But with organic matter, we can develop it.
There are 4 main M's of the soil that are important- Manure, Moisture, Microbes and
Mulches. Manure helps in building the fertility of the soil, moisture helps in retaining it.



Microbes help in adding the fertility of the soil and mulches protect the moisture of the soil.
Sun rays are the enemy to the soil, hence it has to be covered with mulches
Chemical Fertilizers are like a salt which takes up the moisture and it kills the soil nutrients.
Hence it has to be avoided. Unfortunately, in India there is no law to protect the soil. We
have to bring awareness to people to nourish our land.
There were 21 participants for this event.

● Introduction:-
With the advent of the pandemic the activities conducted under Natures Gurukul did
take a long pause in the year of 2020. However, we began with our activities in the
community at the beginning of January 2021. It has been a challenging but exciting
couple of months for the community and Jalaposhan to navigate between safety and
continuing the process of learning.
We began our activities only from the 15th of Jan as there were discussions with the
community on whether they were comfortable with activities and with officials on the
restrictions on public gatherings.

● Following are the events that were done over the period of 9 months-

1. Volunteering Day (Community Garden):
- Date of event: 15/01/2021
- Number of participants: 30 college students
- Type of activity: Volunteering activity
- Description: The volunteering at the lake began with the help of New

Horizon College students who volunteered for the water drive and
maintenance drive. The students and other volunteers helped in doing major
pruning, watering, planting and clearing up dried up grass.
It was a productive and exciting beginning to all activities.



2. Republic Day Painting competition  :

- Date of event: 26/01/2021
- Number of participants: 36 children accompanied by parents
- Type of activity: Environment Day:
- Conductors: Community Members
- Description: The painting competition was the beginning of our activities with

children after a long break. Children that participated were from the age group
3 to 17 years of age. They were given a topic based on their age:

i. Below 6 years: Beauty of our Environment. (Nature)
ii. 6- 12 years : Responsibility to our Environment
iii. Above 12 years: Impact of Corona on Environment.

The event began with a song to celebrate republic day and a speech by one
of our Founding members. Once the competition began the children got
engrossed in creating their own pieces of art. The competition ended with
prize distribution and a song by one of the founding members.



3. Wetland Rejuvenation Webinar (Online):
- Date of event: 02/02/2021
- Number of participants: 30 college students
- Type of activity: Environmental Day: World Wetlands Day.
- Panelists: Dr. Priyanka Jamwal, Vishwanath S, T. V. Ramachandra
- Description: We celebrated World Wetlands day with a webinar on the 2nd

of Feb. The webinar was to discuss the following:
1. An introduction to wetlands
2. Wetland Functionality
3. Design and Concept of the wetland at Jakkur lake.
4. Suggestions for Redesign
The conversation acted as the initial step in understanding the next steps for
the wetland at Jakkur lake. We are still in conversation with the panelists to
create a solid plan on how to go about the rejuvenation and expansion of the
Wetland.



4. DIY Science :
- Date of event: 28/02/2021
- Number of participants: 25 Children accompanied by parents.
- Type of activity: Volunteering Workshop: National Science Day.
- Conductors: Nitte International School
- Description: For celebrating National Science Day, we had a collaboration with Nitte

International school on creating Measuring instruments on your own. There were
children from all ages that participated in this activity. They got a hands on
experience on creating a:
1. Wind Vane



2. Sun Dial
3. Anemometer
With materials available at home under the guidance of teachers.
The children had many questions and enjoyed the process of making these
instruments. After making them they also used the instruments to check the
workability of them.

5. Watering and clean up drive :
- Date of event: 04/03/2021
- Number of participants: 60 students from New Horizon
- Type of activity: Volunteering activity: Clean up, Watering and hyacinth clearing

drive.
- Conductors: New Horizon College.
- Description: The volunteering began early in the morning as we divided ourselves

into 3 groups. Each group was given a certain responsibility:
- Clean up drive of the Road bund



- Watering drive on the Sampigehalli Side
- Hyacinth clearing and mulching on the Sampigehalli Side.
The large group of volunteers helped us have a productive maintenance day and
gave the volunteers a chance to understand the effort required and contribute to the
maintenance of the lake.

6. Water Quality testing :
- Date of event: 20/03/2021
- Number of participants: 10 participants
- Type of activity: Volunteering Workshop
- Conductors: Atree and FFEM
- Description: The community has always been curious by the maintenance of water

quality at Jakkur lake and have always wanted to know about water quality testing



methods and the parameters involved. To get some insight on the topic, we gathered
at the lake to learn how to use FFEM water testing kits. The community members
learnt about the parameters involved in checking the water quality and were eager to
know about the various testing kits available at FFEM. The facilitators also gave a
brief description on the complexities of maintaining water quality, stakeholders
involved and the parameters that have to be considered in making changes to the
water.

7. Birding walks:
- Date of event: 28/03/2021
- Number of participants: 15 participants
- Type of activity: Environmental Day: World Sparrow day
- Conductors: NCF: Mittal Gala & Subhadra Devi
- Description: We finally kick started our birding walks at the lake. A group of 15

enthusiastic participants of all age groups came together to identify and learn more
about birds and birding. This was facilitated by two amazing birders who not only
helped us identify birds but also told us about their behaviours and their living
patterns.



This is only the beginning of a regular meet up with enthusiastic birders on every 4th
sunday of the month. We hope to create a regular group of interested people from
the community to not only practise their passion and learn more about birding but
also to act as the voice for the birds and actively participate in creating safer and
welcoming environments for the birds.

8. Shramadan and Community gardening volunteering:
- Date of event: Every Saturday
- Number of participants: Varied
- Description: We  continue to have regular volunteering since January. The number

of volunteers are on an average 5. Due to Covid the number of people who volunteer
have been few in number in the past few months. We have been able to finish a lot of
maintenance required at the community garden, the obstacle course, road bund and
hyacinth clearing.




